Sen Garth D. Everett, Chair; Sen. Kevin J. Boyle, Democratic Chair; and Members of the House State Government Committee:

Pennsylvania must VOTE NO on HR206 and all other Article V Convention applications.

All sorts of deceptive con-con arguments are now resoundingly defeated! READ this explanation of the “con” job — http://thewashingtonstandard.com/con-con-lobbys-new-strategy-exposes-their-web-of-deceit/ NO state passed the many COSP applications in 2018.

Georgetown law professor David Super pointed out in THIS ARTICLE that “Calling an Article V convention is reckless, especially at this divisive moment in our nation’s political history.”

HERE is our 2019 state flyer which explains the dangers of an Article V convention.

HERE are words from brilliant men who warned against an Article V convention.

There is no need for an Article V convention (or in "Newspeak", a "convention of states").

If our Constitution (as is) is followed, the improprieties we’ve fought for decades (budget concerns and more) can be readily resolved. If the Constitution is NOT rigorously followed, how can additions to it make any change?

It is the LACK of following our Constitution that is the issue. Remedy THAT first.

Thank you for your consideration of these significant issues. Pennsylvania must VOTE NO on HR206.

Trudy Stamps